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World Leader in Capacitive Proximity Sensing

IQS232 Low Cost Capacitive
Proximity and Touch Controller
Azoteq’s IQS232 will be released to market on July 6th, 2012. The
IQS232 makes it very easy to add proximity and touch keys to an
existing design since the device is stand-alone and no driver
software is required. The power consumption is only 3.5
microampere, which is up to 100 times better than competitive
devices.
The IQS232 uses advanced analog and digital circuitry to
achieve unparalleled proximity and touch performance. The
high sensitivity enables the IQS232 to work reliably through glass
up to 25 mm thick and achieves proximity detection up to 250
mm. The device can operate from 1.8 to 3.6V and achieves
power consumption as low as 3.5 microampere while still sensing
proximity and touch. The IQS232 can also be used in I2C mode
that allows for full control of the sensor functions from a host
controller.
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The IQS232 is Azoteq’s fourth device in the 1.8V ProxSense family
with more controllers to follow in Q3 and Q4 of 2012. The
expanding feature sets include stand-alone devices, self and
mutual capacitive sensors and lower cost single-channel
devices in small packages.

To enable next generation capacitive user interfaces and
intelligent switch applications for users to interact naturally
with products through capacitive proximity and touch
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Improving Sensitivity in Portable Units

A number of methods could be used to improve sensitivity in
portable units. In general, no special steps need to be taken for
devices to change the touch sensitivity, but may be required for
small battery powered devices requiring proximity detection.


The physical size of the system can be enlarged



If possible a large ground plane can be added to the
system. The designer should aim not to have the ground
planes too close to the electrode on devices without the
ATI feature. If the system allows, bonding the ground plane
(or the module) to physical surfaces like the floor or a wall
will improve sensitivity.



The module can be connected to other battery supplied
equipment (effectively enlarging the ground coupling
surface).



In some cases, enlarging the sense electrode may improve
sensitivity.



Using a driven shield improves sensitivity in portable
devices.



In small portable devices, the closeness of ground planes
and components may reduce the sensitivity on the sensor
due to parasitic capacitance.

Better Sensitivity
Reducing the thickness of the overlay
material or using an overlay with better
dielectric value will improve sensitivity
(glass is better than plastic)

Capacitive Sensors in Portable
Devices
A capacitive sensor relies on a closed loop to perform
sensing (very much like electrical current requires a closed
loop to flow). Having a battery supplied portable unit vs. a
well-grounded unit, impacts on the sensitivity of the sensor.
In portable devices, the capacitive loop is formed by the
body of the person activating the sensor, then the electrical
path through the electrode and module, then through
module to earth and finally the body of the person coupling
with earth.
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Azoteq has New and Updated GUIs
Azoteq has added new and improved
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Be sure to be
up to date with the latest software.
Scope View

Only allows one channel
to be selected

Indicates Channel number and
Prox (Blue) or Touch (Red)

Start/Stop Streaming

Adjust the Touch
Threshold

Below is an example of the IQS259 GUI and
some features for you to use.

Adjust the Proximity
Threshold

Switch between constant
streaming and only event
information

Set when the IC times out
and Auto-Tunes itself

Introducing the RS100
with ProxSense® devices.

The behavior of a battery powered
capacitive system will change if a wire
connection is made from the device to a PC.

The RS100 supports the same functionality as
that of the DS100 Data Streamer, but no wired
connection is made between the PC and the
capacitive system.

The system will therefore be changed if an
Azoteq dongle such as the DS100 or CT210 is
connected. For example: If a dongle is used
to view data on a PC to choose thresholds,
these thresholds may no longer be
acceptable once the dongle is disconnected.
The Azoteq RS100 is a configuration tool
extension which allows for wireless interaction

The only wired connection to the system is to
the RS100 remote dongle, which should have
a very small impact, as it is also battery
operated.
More information can be found here.
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Azoteq USB-dongle usage
The Azoteq USB-dongles available for commercial use are
listed in table below. The dongles are connected to a
computer via a mini-USB cable and are used:
1. As an interface to program OTP bits which is available
on certain ICs (to customize an IC for a certain design),
see table Table 3-1 found in application note AZD026
2. To perform serial communication between computer
and IC via:


1-wire Communication Protocol



SPI



I2C

Programming OTP bits

When Programming Azoteq’s
ICs with OTP bits, the proper
tool is needed.

Azoteq provides software used for programming OTP(One
Time Programmable) bits. This software is known as USBProg
and is intended for prototyping purposes. More information
regarding USBProg can be found in application note AZD007.
Azoteq provides software used for the serial streaming of data
to a computer utilizing the Azoteq USB dongles.
This software is known as VisualProxSense and is intended for
prototyping purposes. For some IQS ICs there exists a separate
GUI. More information regarding the VisualProxSense
application can be found in application note AZD006.
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With our USBProg software
and a CT210/CT220, you can
connect the ICs to your
computer using the
evaluation kit used in
conjunction to your IC.
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Why testing mobile projects
wirelessly is important
With more and more products being powered by batteries,
the ability to test while not connected to the power grid
becomes indispensable. The RS100 can help you in this way
when testing products that include Azoteq’s Touch Sensors.
Two reasons we need electric isolation in projects are:




When you connect a normal CT/DS tool to the
device you improve the ground coupling thereby
giving a false impression of the sensitivity. Usually by
improving it.
Safety. With multiple ground loops the possibility
exists for damaging equipment and electrical shock
when the DUT ground differs from the equipment or
human.

The RS100 is recommended for the
characterization of portable capacitive
systems.

More information on the RS100 can be found here.
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